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Background

● Jali Madi Susso is the son of Eva Susso, a Swedish 
author of children’s books who wrote Rita, Yummy 
and the Vivianne series among others

● He was born in 1991 and his debut as an author took 
place in 2019

● He was born in Stockholm, but feels at home in 
Gambia as well since his father is Gambian

● The first book he wrote is Eid - en festdag (Eid - a 
festive day)

The name “Jali” means “griot” (travelling 
poet, musician and/or storyteller that 
maintains the oral history tradition in 
parts of West Africa)

The photo below shows Jali Madi 
Susso and his mother, Eva



Eid - en festdag
Eid - A Festive Day

● A book that Jali Madi Susso wrote in collaboration 
with his mother

● The story describes Eid al-Fitr, a Muslim celebration 
that is also called “Festival of Breaking the Fast” and 
marks the end of the fasting month

● Malik and Sibou look forward to spending time with 
the family and eating all the good food that is 
associated with Eid al-Fitr



Skattjakten i Mundu Onak
The Treasure Hunt in Mundu Onak

● Another book that Jali Madi Susso wrote in 
collaboration with his mother

● Published on the 12th of August 2019
● The plot follows Glen as he arrives at a place called 

Mundu Onak, joining forces with the lion Mfalme and 
the street dog Samira to find the treasure with which 
he plans to impress his older brother

● There is a recurring theme that deals with making new 
friends and finding something unexpected or 
surprising



Krigarhjärta - Sista ronden
Warrior Heart - The Last Round

● Jali Madi Susso’s fourth book
● The book’s target audience is older than that of the 

other books that Jali Madi Susso and his mother 
worked on

● The plot follows Siddy as he struggles to maintain his 
friendships, get closer to a girl named Lucy and forget 
about his dark past while he gets introduced to mixed 
martial arts

● Some of the topics that the story deals with are love, 
social codes, sports and the path of one’s life



Beyond the Author

● Jali Madi Susso is a data engineer and has studied IT
○ He worked as a system developer for one year before 

quitting
● He is also a music producer
● Started practicing mixed martial arts (MMA) when he was 16 

years old, and also participated in tournaments
○ Mixed martial arts include a variety of different 

techniques, such as boxing, wrestling, grappling and judo
○ The story of Krigarhjärta - Sista ronden is loosely based on 

Jali Madi Susso’s own experiences
● Today he practices the martial art of Brazilian jiu-jitsu (BJJ)
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